
the idea of lost time.

my idea of time lost.

i don't remember anything.

a cool sense of warmth in this, a black hole.

farreachingconsequences.

blinded by a nose, close by a wink.

hello is it me you're looking for?

somewhere in your eyes.

just tell me what to do.

for i haven't got a clue.

bleep.

cut her, click her.

anymore...nevermore...came...went...gone.... like a knee, mobile and

movement.
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i have found what is lost

certain parts, perhaps a mind away from mine.

temporally moving differently whilst at the same pace as others.

numbers only add something to what is fundamental.

compensation is even there just to make up for the mistakes we make.

i choose ticking.

space is around

but i can't be sure

john lennon died in 1980

they tell me it's 1979

the number add up to 13

and the devil is 6

 les nombres ajoutent seulement quelque

i don't care

whichever language

of roman script

the numbers represent themselves the same

scales be different though

relative,

like when i get older i do it quicker than you

moving slower

my father lives in different time zones

bearded and clockwise

yamaraj might be waiting sooner for him than

i

my brother is lying

waiting for time to heal

foggy beats foggy minds

time is rushing past



i don’t care if i miss that bus

she will wait for me at the end of the night

these siblings-

separated only by years and distance

put "their" higher

and "your" lower

like a caste system

strung out over time(s)

four or five of them

the old or young can lose count

look into my eyes

you are getting sleepy

is it so late?

my brows sinking?

when i wake though=

it is still dark

a new and next weekend

time to turn back our clocks

to the time mainly spent in the north

a lacking of beach weather

peace at last

lightness comes early

morning dew heals koala's puffy eyes

a brand new time for all

ah, these animals,

moving via the light in their hearts

an ant's is quicker than ours



their height is less

stop the fight

i don't need my tag heur

or his pirelli

i just need               space

waving a flag,

passed the line

a flash-

a tarmac-

a frame-

a man-

an airport_

if I could return, measured with the stop watch

to give that everything is at the

    synchronisation of expensive something

he is simple

shhhh...she's coming.

long day

time for bed.

i turned back the clock

so what

its much easier going east than north

flapping birds,

creaking seams.

body clocks awoken and drifted down a line

autumn's come.



hear the moment

of the world has forgotten

hear that intact primate

perfect with the ugly hands

the species of the world

million exactly exist in such an acre

a beautiful outside where I will find her

an overconsumption and/of intake

these being the same

hypothalami = more than one

(or is that thalami?)

telling us what to do

the direction we should go

when to eat

when to shit

research was better before ethics

milgram would agree

the times gone by...

being insane in sane places is never an easy job

the hairs on my hand move

like a hurricane blowing through a corn field

maree man is forming

justice comes and it goes

we have eyes to see it

books can tell stories:

the right ones don't lie

i've been choosing mine woefully these days

the time is a benzine ring not an aromatic,



your beginnings of time hour,

I have had more auspicano times,

these are sure crazy periods

leaves to go newly to the future.

the thread of the "not-now"_

"our [so-called] common future"

focus on lifestyle of the poor and helpless

north versus south

like a big versus a small

older versus younger

people versus people

years behind or a century ahead of schedule

can't be sure

past, present and now were all at the party

i have an essay to do by last monday

i will do it yesterday

future are the tomorrow i think about yesterday

i am running long on time

each day i get shorter and shorter

tcik tcik tick

and bang goes another day

not an original thought in sight

what came before will come again

endlessly repeating

until dave finally remembers



klokken uhr ur hour sekund minut.musik

shears and click cklic kclki

more there than here

post-posts and preamble

18 is moving so fast it's almost 18.5

that ever-opening crack out the front

the idea of the time lost is fundamental at all languages,

which i know here

im lesss pre more post

perhaps not relevant all in the blackhole

i can hear fennesz playing though

tighter

louder and

faster

something to hold the languages tight to tongue

forgetting comes with age

a man can good play

fire is the distance is seen before heard

all i wanted was 8 hours

all i got was 5 minutes

i don’t remember why i needed it so much

recuperation i guess

half my time is horizontally wasted

or should that be horizontally challenged

"i haven’t been entirely honest with you"

the time i said i was in the hotel room

i was actually with apu

fuck the 15000 make it 5000000

goodness gracious me why not



its heart is numb

but he can still hear the darkness

i’m sure there is a ticking at the end of the tunnel

time may have passed

but that's not necessarily true

the title remains the same

despite the loss

cat had too many characters

all talk no words

am i boring you yet

if wayne had his time again

i think he take less drugs

the fear of fear is not worth it in this timeful land

i don’t think she knew what fear was until she spent time with uncle

sam

our servant

the thing we have to answer to

will be waiting,

like a sign of death.

the eternal can become the non-eternal.

the idea of lost time.

time: the healer of all wounds.


